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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM
Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

RUN No. 2087 29 Holmes Crt Bridport Hare: Slomo

Run Report:
Another hot day in Launceston, a group of Hashers
are standing in the shade of the trees at the old
TAFE college wood working centre opposite Office
Works waiting for the bus, will it arrive or not, has
Inlet forgotten to book it. The scheduled departure
time was advertised at 6:00pm sharp, 5:50pm not a
sign of a bus. Another five minutes pass still no bus,
has the worlds worst Trail Master let us down
again?. 5.58pm a Mankhen’s mini bus races through
the traffic lights with Pash at the helm and turns into
the car park. Hasher run across Wellington St weaving between peak hour
traffic. Pash calls climb aboard we are on a tight schedule we will be departing in one minute. The last Hasher jumps aboard, Bugsy advises that
we do not have to pick up Scary as he is already at Bridport, Pash pulls the
door closer, revs the bus up and heads off as his time piece has just struck
6. The bus leaves the car park and travels 100 metres then turns into Wellington. St. Mobile phones start ringing, the first is Sheila where the fu@k
are you, I have just turned into the car park. The next is Rainbow where
the fu@ck is the bus. The calls keep coming in, it is the usual chaos. Pash
advises we are on a tight schedule, I am Metro trained nothing will stop us
arriving on time. Under duress Pash pulls over at the skate board park to
allow Sheila to board. Quick negotiations with Rainbow and he will be
picked up at the Black Stallion. Inlet says we cant do that we are not going
that way as we have to pick up Scary.. Rainbow is picked up, other
Hashers are left behind but the tight Metro schedule is reached as the bus
arrives in Bridport on time. Inlet calls does anyone know where 29 Holmes
Crt is. One Hump gives directions and we finally reach our destination.
Slomo says what kept you, where is Bendover, Rickshaw, Steve and Blakey
have you left them in Launceston. The run starts out the back it is mainly
on grey sandy bush tracks. Tyles takes off like one of Punters grey hounds,
calling ON ON. The trail heads south following the fence line then turns east as we come across a bitumen road. The trail continues on this bitumen for 400 meter then turns left into Port Hills Rd, this road is followed to the Sandy point Rd intersection
where we find out first check. The trail continues down hill for about 500
metres the turns right into beach buggy tracks. The trail winds its way
through the track for about two kilometres then emerges onto Maxwell St
crosses Sandy Point Road and enters the Bridport Wild Flower walk on
the eastern side of the golf club. The Wild Flower track is followed down
hill for three kilometres, crosses the Foreshore track onto the beach
where we find Abba heading in the opposite direction calling ON HOME. A
treated pine board ladder leads the pack onto the beach where we find
Slomo and Pash with an esky full of cold stubbies. The stubbies are polished off and Pash says the bus is parked on the Foreshore Track. The bus
is loaded and Pash does a head count, when it comes to Abba six Abba
impersonators at the rear of the bus call Ya Ya I is here. A quick guided
tour of Bridport and we are back at the ON ON site

ON ON:
The bus arrives back at the ON ON site after the senior citizens
guided bus tour of Bridport and we find Tyles relaxing near the
barrel sampling a cold ale or two. What kept you adds Tyles. The
Hashers soon exit the bus and fill their grails it has been a long
time between drinks. A head count is done all are present except
for Abba, Pash says climb back aboard the bus we must go back
and look for him. It is only Abba the Hashers chorus around the
keg, he knows his way home. Grails are filled and thirsts are
quenched, Tyles calls get the fire pot under way. Bugsy advises it
is a total fire ban in Tasmania today there will be no fire pot, are
you sure that includes Bridport by the sea someone calls . Pash
reminds all we are on a tight Metro schedule tonight it is getting
dark and we will be departing at 10:45 precisely. Grails are constantly refilled to quench a Hashers thirst due to the run in the
heat. Abba suddenly appears from the bus track in the darkness
calling “ni jävlar inte berätta bussen skulle vara på

drycken stopp”” get me a beer. The skulls are out of the way,
the barby is over and Pash calls we are leaving in exactly 15
minutes last drinks no beer on the bus I have confiscated the six
pack traveller. Tyles asks Slomo where is your recycle bin, Slomo
says behind the shed. Slomo thinks to himself why the fu@k does
Tyles want to know where the recycle bin is. Tyles returns
with a bag full of discarded juice containers gives them a
quick rinse then fills them with cold ale and smuggles them
onto the bus. Tyles calls on Pash get this bus under way the
boss is picking me up at midnight. Have a snakes before we
leave we wll not be stopping before the Black stallion calls
Pash. The bus is underway and the first pi@s stop is called at
Pipers Brook vineyard, you must have week bladders no beer
since we left and you want to stop already. Bladders are
emptied and the bus is underway again. The Young Ones
imitators on the back of the bus are in fine form much to
Deep Sh@ts disgust. There is no moon in the sky tonight and
it is pitch black as Pash steers the bus towards Launceston.
Pash suddenly indicates right about five kilometres past
Lilydale and turns into Underwood. The decrease in speed
wakes one Hump up from his slumber and he says where the
fu@k are we going not even Ivan Millat would go down here
in the dark. The bus owner Chris is dropped off and the bus continues
on its trek to Launceston arriving at the Office Works car park at
15minutes past
midnight.

Raffle:
Hash Pash is testing the durability of his meat pack in the cabin
of the mini bus, will it fair better than in the cab of a government owned Metro bus. The six pack of Boags stubbie traveller
has also been left in the cabin to warm up. There will be no
alcohol consumed on this bus while I am at the helm adds
Pash.
Meat pack: Deep Sh@t.
Car wash products: Bugsy.
Bottle rough red: One hump.
Six Pack Boags: Who did win the six pack we never saw it once
we were on the bus.

Skulls:
Inlet the worlds worst Trail Master in an attempt to redeem his
credibility volunteers to get the skulls under way as Spyder and
Goblet are not with us tonight.
Inlets firsly apologises for leaving HASHERS in Launceston then
calls upon our hosts Slomo, Cookie and Risdon for setting the run
and providing the venue.
One of our front runners got lost tonight and never made it to the
drink stop, up you get Tyles.
A bus was waiting at the Drink Stop to convey ALL Hashers back
to the ON ON site. One Hasher could not find the bus. It is your
turn Abba to skull free Boags.

He told me it
was the
school bus

No one
will take
my beer
on the bus

Metro said I
have to pick
up all boys

GPS Location -41.17794393, 147.31003588

Committee:
The Committee that brings you more.
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder, Scribe:
Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
4th February Hare: Rickshaw Venue: Aloha’s at 3 Arthur St Evandale.
15th-16th Feb 2014 Golconda 2 Hare Hash Pash camping in paradise weekend.
25th February Erection night Venue: Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary
More Hares required see Inlet before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4
Thursday 6th February Hare: Inspector Gadget Venue: Harley Parade Prospect.
LH3 Website
Joke of the Week

Castration
Doc, says the Hasher, "I want to be castrated."
"What on Earth for?"
"It's something I've been thinking about for a long time. If you don't do it, I'll just go to another doctor."
"OK, but it's against my better judgment."
The Hasher has his operation. The next day he walks down the hospital corridor very slowly, legs apart,
with his drip stand. Heading toward him is another Hasher Tagg walking exactly the same way.
"Hi there Tagg," says the Hasher, "It looks as if you've just had the same operation as me."
"Yeah," says Tagg, "I finally decided I'd like to be circumcised."
The Hashers eyes widen in horror, "Oh no! That's the word!"

Two blondes are walking down the road when one says "Look at that dog with one eye!"
The other blonde covers one of her eyes and says "Where?"

